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INTRODUCTION
T HE maturation of computer science has exacerbated the need to consolidate isolated algorithms and techniques into general computational paradigms. The benefits of such an undertaking come in two flavors: First, it becomes clear that problems previously treated in isolation from one another belong to the same class in the sense that they can be solved similarly by formulating them as instances of a more general paradigm; second, once established, the paradigm is likely to become a powerful tool that can be used to solve a host of other related problems.
In a number of seemingly unrelated contexts in database design, pattern recognition, image processing, VLSI design, computer vision, and robot navigation, one is given collections A and Q of objects and the goal is either to identify a collective property of the objects in A Q or to find, for each object in Q a subset of A satisfying a certain predicate and so on. In image understanding, computer vision, and computer graphics, for example, in the presence of a scene populated with a collection A of objects, a crucial problem is to identify the visibility horizon for a set Q of observers [2] , [5] . A somewhat different problem is of interest in path planning and collision avoidance problems in robotics [9] , [11] , where navigational courses for a set Q of mobile robots is sought in the presence of a set A of obstacles. In pattern recognition, the well-known classification problem involves comparing an unknown pattern Q against a template A and deciding whether the similarity measure is larger than a certain application-dependent threshold [4] . In facility-location problems one is typically interested in an optimal placement of a set Q of facilities (schools, hospitals, etc.) among a set A of existing sites in such a way that a number of constraints are satisfied [1] , [21] , [22] . Yet another similar problem arises in integrated circuit design in VLSI, where one is interested in the addition of a set Q of modules meant to enhance the functionality of the board A. In this latter context, it is customary to state the problem as a visibility problem involving collections A and Q of iso-oriented, nonoverlapping, rectangles in the plane subject to a series of location constraints [20] , [21] .
In each of these fields, the problems mentioned above are solved, in isolation, using ad hoc techniques. The main contribution of this work is to present a unifying algorithmic framework for solving a number of fundamental and seemingly unrelated problems arising in database design, pattern recognition, image processing, robotics, computer vision, and morphology.
The unifying algorithmic framework is provided by the Multiple Query problem (MQ, for short) that we define next. An MQ problem is a 5-tuple ; e; h; ; È, where . is a set of queries, . e is a set of items, . h is a set of solutions, . : Â e 3 h is a function, . È is a commutative and associative binary operator over h. The input to the MQ problem ; e; h; ; È is a pair Q; A, where Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m i is a sequence of m queries from and A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . a n i is a sequence of n items from e. The goal is to compute, for every query q i (1 i m), its solution q i ; A defined as: q i ; A q i ; a 1 È q i ; a 2 È Á Á Á È q i ; a n :
The computational platform that we adopt in this work is the reconfigurable mesh [15] . In essence, a reconfigurable mesh (RM, for short) consists of a mesh-connected multiprocessor machine augmented by the addition of a dynamic bus system whose configuration changes in response to computational and communication needs. More precisely, an RM of size M Â N consists of MN identical processors positioned on a rectangular array with M rows and N columns. Fig. 1 illustrates an RM with M 4 rows and N 5 columns.
As usual, it is assumed that every processor knows its own coordinates within the mesh. We let P i; j denote the processor in row i and column j, with P 1; 1 in the northwest corner of the mesh. Each processor P i; j is connected to its four neighbors P i À 1; j, P i 1; j, P i; j À 1, and P i; j 1, provided they exist, and has four ports denoted by N, S, E, and W in Fig. 1 . Local connections between these ports can be established, under program control, creating a powerful bus system that changes dynamically to accommodate various computational needs. For practical reasons, only one processor is allowed to broadcast on a given bus at any one time.
In this paper, we assume a reconfigurable mesh model that allows at most two pairs of connections to be set in each processor at any one time. Furthermore, these connections must involve disjoint pairs of ports, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . We note that some reconfigurable mesh models proposed in the literature allow processors to fuse any number of their ports [3] , [10] , [12] , [15] , [18] , [19] . In accord with other workers, we assume ideal bus communications [7] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [14] . Although this assumption is inexact, recent experiments with reconfigurable multiprocessor systems [12] , [13] seem to indicate that this is a reasonable working hypothesis.
The first main contribution of this paper is to propose a generic algorithm that solves a large class of MQ problems ; e; h; ; È involving m queries and n items (m n) on a reconfigurable mesh of size n p Â n p . We assume that the sequence A of n items is pretiled, in some order, one item per processor, on a reconfigurable mesh of size n p Â n p .
Likewise, the sequence Q of m queries from is stored by an arbitrary subset of m processors of the reconfigurable mesh, one query per processor. We shall refer to this situation by saying that the items and queries are in standard position. Our generic algorithm solves a large class of MQ problems in O m p fn time on a reconfigurable mesh of size n p Â n p , where fn if the time needed to compute
As it turns out, our generic algorithm is optimal whenever the algorithm to evaluate
It is also worth noting that most of the operators È of import to applications satisfy either fn Olog Ã n or fn Olog log n:
Our second main contribution is to show that, by using the MQ framework, we can provide simple and elegant solutions to a variety of problems motivated by and finding applications to database design, pattern recognition, robotics, image processing, and computational geometry, among others. The corresponding algorithms run is O m p fn time, where either fn Olog Ã n or fn Olog log n, depending on the problem at hand. In particular, we exhibit an optimal algorithm for the multiple point location problem on a reconfigurable mesh of size n p Â n p . For a set A of n points in the plane and a set Q of m query points (m n), this algorithm reports all points in Q that lie inside the convex hull of A in O m p log log n time. Quite surprisingly, this algorithm solves the multiple point location problem without computing the convex hull of A, which, in itself, takes n p time on a reconfigurable mesh of size n p Â n p .
Our third contribution is to prove an m p gn time lower bound for nontrivial MQ problems, where gn is the time lower bound for evaluating the expression
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present a generic algorithm for a large class of MQ problems on the RM. Section 3 presents a number of applications of the MQ problem. Section 4 discusses a time lower bound for nontrivial MQ problems on the RM. Finally, Section 5 offers concluding remarks and points out directions for further research.
A GENERIC ALGORITHM FOR MQ PROBLEMS ON THE RM
The main goal of this section is to propose a generic algorithm for a comprehensive class of MQ problems that we call root-solvable MQ problems. As it turns out, the vast majority of MQ problems of practical interest are rootsolvable.
Before presenting the algorithm, however, Section 2.1 discusses basic assumptions about the parameters of the MQ problems that we address in this paper. We also offer a quick refresher of known algorithmic results on reconfigurable meshes that will be instrumental in assessing the complexity of various algorithms in the remainder of this paper.
Preliminaries
In the remainder of this work, unless specified otherwise, we assume that a sequence A of n items is pretiled on an RM of size n p Â n p , in arbitrary order, one item per processor. Further, a sequence Q of m (m n) queries is stored by an arbitrary subset of m processors, one query per processor. We make no a priori assumption about the distribution of Q. As already mentioned, in Section 1, we shall refer to this arrangement by saying that the items and queries are in standard position.
If the computation of and È is hard, the computing time necessary to evaluate the corresponding expressions will be dominant. Further, if the queries, items, or solutions have so many bits that it takes a lot of time to transfer them, then the data movement time will be dominant.
However, in order to focus on the parallelism inherent in the MQ problems, it is natural to assume that:
. Any element in , e, and h can be broadcast in O1 time on a bus, . For every choice of a query q P and of an item a P e, the function q; a can be computed in O1 time by a single processor, Suppose that n elements d 1 ; d 2 ; . . . ; d n are pretiled on an RM of size n p Â n p in standard position. We say that a,
It is easy to see that, for any commutative and associative binary operator È, MQ problems are Olog n-computable on the reconfigurable mesh [14] . However, as the next result shows, for some basic binary operators, the MQ problems are olog n-computable.
Lemma 2.2. Consider a reconfigurable mesh of size n p Â n p .
The following statements hold:
. The task of computing the sum of n binary values is Olog Ã n-computable [6] . . The task of computing the sum of n b-bit integers is
Olog b log Ã n-computable [17] . . The task of finding the minimum or maximum of n reals is Olog log n-computable [16] .
Suppose that n items a 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n and n queries q 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q n are pretiled on an RM of size n p Â n p in standard position. In other words, each processor is storing one item and one query. The corresponding MQ problem can be solved, trivially, in On time as follows: Begin by broadcasting a 1 to all processors. For every i (1 i n), the processor storing q i computes q i ; a 1 . Next, a 2 is broadcast and the processor storing q i computes q i ; a 2 as well as q i ; a 1 È q i ; a 2 . Continuing as above, in m steps, the processor storing q i determines q i ; A. Can one do better? Fortunately, the answer is positive for most MQ problems of interest. Sticking to the above setup, we say that the MQ problem is root-solvable if it can be solved in O n p time. In fact, all the problems discussed in this paper turn out to be root-solvable. For later reference, we note the following lemma, which will be used to show that many MQ problems are root-solvable:
Lemma 2.3. The following tasks can be performed in O n p time on a regular mesh of size n p Â n p :
. The task of sorting n items [23] .
. The task of computing the convex hull of n points in the plane [1] .
Handling the Case of Root-Solvable MQ Problems
In this section, we address ourselves to the task of designing a generic algorithm for arbitrary root-solvable MQ problems on reconfigurable meshes. Suppose that a sequence Q of m queries and a sequence A of n items are pretiled on an RM of size n p Â n p in standard position. Our goal is to show that an arbitrary root-solvable, fn-computable MQ problem can be solved in O m p fn time. For this purpose, we begin by assuming that m and n satisfy m n p . Later, we will show how to modify the algorithm for m and n satisfying n p < m n.
During the course of the algorithm, we perceive the reconfigurable mesh of size n p Â n p as being partitioned into submeshes of various sizes. First, imagine that the reconfigurable mesh is partitioned into n m 2 groups G i;j (1 i; j n p m ), each of size m Â m, and refer to Fig. 2 . We refer to the subsequence of items stored by the processors belonging to group G i;j as AG i;j .
It will also be convenient to view the original reconfigurable mesh as being partitioned into Step 1. Move the m queries to block B 1;1 in O m p time.
Step 2. Replicate the m queries to all the blocks in O m p time.
Step 3. Solve the MQ problem with input Q; AB i;j
Step 4. Combine the solutions obtained in Step 3 to obtain the solution of the MQ problem with input Q; AG i;j
Step 5. To make life easier later, at the end of Step 3, we assign each of the processors of a generic block B i;j to one of the queries. In this capacity, the processor assigned to query q k (1 k m) is responsible for storing q k ; AB i;j . For reasons that will be clear later, the assignment of processors to queries is as follows: The processors in the rightmost column of B i;j are assigned in top-down order to queries q 1 ; q 2 ; . .
, and so on. It is clear that by sorting, the processor assigned to query q k (1 k m) receives the value q k ; AB i;j in O m p time [23] .
Next, we discuss in detail the resolution of the MQ problem with input Q; AG 1;1 local to group G 1;1 in Step 4. The reader will not fail to understand that this is done for convenience only and that the solution of the MQ problems local to the other groups follows the same pattern. Recall that the submesh For an illustration, the reader is referred to Fig. 3 .
In the first time unit of the pipelining process,
. the value q k ; AB i;1 1 k m p stored by the processors in the first (i.e., rightmost) column of block B i;1 assigned to query q k is sent to the processor assigned to query q k in the first column of block B i;2 , We note that, upon receiving q k ; AB i;1 , the processor assigned to query q k in the first column of block B i;2 computes q k ; AB i;1 È q k ; AB i;2 . In the second time unit,
. the value q k ; AB i;1 m p 1 k 2 m p stored by the processors in the second column (in left to right order) of block B i;1 assigned to query q k is sent to the processor assigned to query q k in the second column of block B i;2 , . the value q k ; AB i;1 È q k ; AB i;2 1 k m p computed by the processor assigned to query q k in the first column of block B i;2 is sent to the processor assigned to query q k in block B i;3 . This pipelining process continues as described until, eventually, the expression in (1) In preparation for the processing in Step 5, we find it convenient to assign the m processors on the main diagonal of each group G i;j to the m queries q 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m . With this assignment out of the way, we arrange for the partial solution q k ; AG i;j corresponding to query q k to be stored by the kth diagonal processor, say in left-to-right order. It is clear that the data movement involved in sending the various partial solutions to the diagonal processors can be completed in at most O m p time.
Finally, the task specific to Step 5 is to compute, for every query q k , queries. In the submesh dedicated to query q k 1 k m, the expression of q k ; A in (2) 
APPLICATIONS
The main goal of this section is to show that many interestingÐand seemingly unrelatedÐproblems in database design, pattern recognition, image processing, VLSI design, computer vision, and robot navigation can be solved simply and elegantly by stating them as nontrivial MQ problems. Importantly, the solution of each of the problems we discuss is obtained by instantiating, in a suitable fashion, the generic algorithm discussed in Section 2. The general approach that will be taken for each problem is to . show that it is root-solvable and . identify the particular function fn for which the problem is fn-computable. To streamline the notation, in the remainder of this section, we will let and x denote the sets of all real and natural numbers, respectively.
Rank Related Problems

Multiple Ranking Problem
Let Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m i and A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n i be sequences of real numbers. The multiple ranking problem asks to compute the rank of each query q i (1 i m) with respect to A, that is, the number of items in A strictly smaller than q i . The multiple ranking problem corresponds to the MQ problem ; ; x ; ; , where q; a 1 if a < q 0 otherwise:
To argue that the multiple ranking problem is root-solvable, consider n queries in Q and n items in A are pretiled on a reconfigurable mesh of size n p Â n p in standard form.
Also, without loss of generality, we assume that all real numbers in Q and A are distinct. We must show that every query q in Q can determine in O n p time its rank q; A with respect to A. For this purpose we separately sort Q and Q A. By Lemma 2.3, these tasks can be completed in O n p time. From the sorted versions of Q and Q A, we can obtain, for every q P Q, the rank q; Q of q with respect to Q, as well as the rank q; Q A of q with respect Q A. Since all the real numbers in Q and A are distinct, it is clear that q; A q; Q A À q; Q, confirming that the multiple ranking problem is root-solvable. Since, by Lemma 2.2, the sum of n binary values can be computed in Olog Ã n time, it follows that the multiple ranking problem is Olog Ã n-computable. Thus, we have proven the following consequence of Theorem 2.4.
Corollary 3.1. The multiple ranking problem can be solved in O m p log Ã n time on an RM of size n p Â n p .
Closest Number Problem
Let Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m i and A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n i be two sequences of real numbers. The closest number problem asks to find, for each query q i , the smallest number a j in A satisfying a j > q i . The closest number problem corresponds to the MQ problem ; ; ; ; min, where min is the ªminimumº operator and, q; a a if q < a I otherwise:
To see that the closest number problem is root-solvable, consider n queries in Q and n items in A are pretiled on a reconfigurable mesh of size n p Â n p in standard form.
Again, without loss of generality, we assume that all real numbers in Q and A are distinct. As in the multiple ranking problem, we sort separately Q, A, and Q A in O n p time. From the sorted versions of Q and Q A, we can obtain the rank rq of q with respect to A. Once this is available, we retain the rqth item in the sorted version of A, which is exactly q; A. Thus, the closest number problem is root-solvable. Since, by Lemma 2.2, the maximum of n real numbers can be computed in Olog log n time, the min operator u s e d i n t h e c l o s e s t n u m b e r p r o b l e m i s Olog log n-computable. Thus, we have proven the following consequence of Theorem 2.4: Corollary 3.2. The closest number problem can be solved in O m p log log n time on an RM of size n p Â n p .
Image Related Problems
Histogramming of Gray-Level Images
Let Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m i be a sequence of m gray levels and let A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n i be a gray-level image of size n p Â n p pretiled one pixel per processor onto a reconfigurable mesh of the same size. The histogramming problem of an m-gray-level image is the MQ problem x ; x ; x ; ; , where q; a 1 if the gray-level intensity of pixel a is q and 0 otherwise. It is clear that, once we sort the pixels by their gray levels, we can compute the number of pixels of each gray level in constant time. Thus, the histogramming problem is root-solvable. It is also easy to see that the problem is Olog Ã n-computable. Hence, by Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.2, we have the following result:
Corollary 3.2. The task of computing the histogram of a graylevel image of size n p Â n p can be solved in O m p log Ã n time on an RM of size n p Â n p .
Several histogramming algorithms have been presented on the RM. The best previously known known algorithm, which was proposed by Jang et al. [6] , runs in O m p log Ã n time. Our algorithm matches the time complexity of Jang et al.'s algorithm, while, at the same time, being simpler and easier to understand.
Range Query Problem
Let Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m i be a sequence of m ranges of real numbers such that q i s i ; t i , (s i < t i ), and let A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n i be a sequence of n real numbers. The range query problem asks to find the number of items of A that fall in the range of each q i , that is, jfa j j s i a j t i gj. Note that the ranges may not be disjoint. The range query problem is a common generalization of both multiple ranking and histogramming. The problem corresponds to the MQ problem Â ; ; x ; ; , where s; t; a 1 if s a t 0 otherwise:
We observe that, once the rank ranks i of s i and the rank rankt i of t i with respect to A are available, we can compute rankt i À ranks i , which is exactly the solution s i ; t i ; A of query q i . Since the multiple ranking problem is root-solvable, the range query problem is also rootsolvable. Moreover, our arguments for the multiple ranking problem carry over to show that the range query problem is Olog Ã n-computable. Thus, Theorem 2.4 implies the following result:
Corollary 3.5. The range query problem can be solved in O m p log Ã n time on an RM of size n p Â n p .
Stabbing Problem
Let Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m i be a sequence of m real numbers and let A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n i be a sequence of n ranges of real numbers such that a j s j ; t j , (s j < t j ). The stabbing problem asks to compute, for each query q i , the number of ranges in A that include q i , that is, jfa j j s j q i t j gj. It is clear that the stabbing problem can be stated as the MQ problem ; Â ; x ; ; , where q; s; t 1 if s q t 0 otherwise:
We note here that the stabbing problem can be stated in a different way as follows: Let 1 and 2 be the functions such that . 1 q; s; t 1 if s q and 0 otherwise and . 2 q; s; t 1 if t < q and 0 otherwise. Clearly, ; Â ; x ; 1 ; and ; Â ; x ; 2 ; are essentially the multiple ranking problem. Further, it should be clear that q; A 1 q; A À 2 q; A always holds. Hence, by solving the multiple ranking problem twice, one can obtain the solution of the stabbing problem. Thus, we have the following result:
Corollary 3.5. The stabbing problem can be solved in O m p log Ã n time on an RM of size n p Â n p .
Geometric Problems 3.3.1 Multiple Closest Point Problem
Let Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m i and A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n i be sequences of points in the plane. The multiple closest point problem asks to find for each query in Q the closest point in A. It is clear that the closest point of q is a if hd; ai q; A for some d. Jeong and Lee [8] have shown that the multiple closest point problem can be solved in O n p time on a regular mesh of size n p Â n p . It follows that this problem is rootsolvable. In addition È operator used in this problem is Olog log n-computable by Lemma 2.2. Thus, Theorem 2.4 implies the following result: Corollary 3.6. The multiple closest point problem can be solved in O m p log log n time on an RM of size n p Â n p .
Multiple Closest Segment Problem
Let Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m i be a sequence of m points in the plane and let A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n i be a sequence of n segments. The multiple closest segment problem asks to find for each query point in Q the closest segment in A intersected by a vertical ray emanating from it in the negative y-direction. We refer the reader to Fig. 5 for an illustration. Here, the solution to query q 2 is segment a 1 , the solution to query q 3 is segment a 3 , while the solution to query q 4 is Y. It should be clear that the closest segment of q is a if hd; ai q; A for some d.
It is known that the multiple closest segment problem [8] with n points and n segments can be solved in O n p time on a regular mesh of size n p Â n p . It follows that this problem is root-solvable. It can also be argued that the È operator above is Olog log n-computable by Lemma 2.2. Thus, Theorem 2.4 implies the following result:
Corollary 3.7. The multiple closest segment problem involving m points and n segments can be solved in O m p log log n time on an RM of size n p Â n p .
Furthest Visible Half-Line Problem
Let Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m i be a sequence of m points in the plane and let A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n i be a sequence of n top points of vertical half-lines and refer to Fig. 6 . The furthest visible half-line problem asks to compute, for each point in Q, the visible half-line with, largest x-coordinate to its right. For example, the furthest visible half-lines from q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , and q 4 are a 4 , a 3 , a 1 , and a 5 , respectively. Let q i ; a j be the angle of the segment q i a j from the downward vertical line from q i , as illustrated in Fig. 7 . If q i ; A > 0, then the furthest visible half-line from q i is in the direction q i ; A. If q i ; A 0, then there exists no half-line in the right hand side of q i . It is not hard to see that the furthest visible half-line problem corresponds to the MQ problem Â ; Â ; À; ; ; max.
As we are going to prove in Lemma 3.10, in the following section, the furthest visible half-line problem is rootsolvable. Further, since the maximum of n real numbers can be computed in Olog log n time on an RM of size n p Â n p , the problem is Olog log n-computable. Thus, Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.2 combined imply the following result:
Corollary 3.8. The furthest visible half-line problem for m points and n (! m) half-lines can be solved in O m p log log n time on an RM of size n p Â n p .
Multiple Point Location Problem
Let Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q m i and A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n i be sequences of points in the plane. The multiple point location problem asks to determine, for each point q P Q, whether or not q lies inside the convex hull of A. This problem can be solved by using the furthest visible half-line problem as follows: First, solve the furthest visible half-line problem for Q and A and then solve the furthest half-line to its left. Then, for each q i , check whether it is below the segment connecting the two furthest visible half-lines. If it is below, then q i is below the upper hull of A. Otherwise, it is outside of the convex hull of A. Fig. 8 illustrates this. In the same manner, one can check whether q i is above the lower hull. Consequently, the multiple point location problem can be solved by solving the furthest visible half-line problem four times. Thus, we have the following important result:
Corollary 3.9. The multiple point location problem involving m query points and n m n data points can be solved in O m p log log n time on an RM of size n p Â n p .
Furthest Visible Half-Line Problem
This section is devoted to showing that the furthest visible half-line problem is root-solvable. In other words, we are going to show that the furthest visible half-line problems can be solved in n p time for sequences Q hq 1 ; q 2 ; . . . ; q n i of n points and A ha 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n i of the tops of n vertical half-lines pretiled on an RM of size n p Â n p .
We begin by showing that if A has only n p points, then the furthest visible half-line problems can be solved in O n p time on an RM of size n p Â n p very easily. First, a 1 is broadcast to all processors and each processor having q i (1 i n) computes q i ; a 1 . Next, a 2 is broadcast and each processor having q i computes q i ; a 2 and then computes q i ; a 1 È q i ; a 2 . Continuing similarly, each processor having q i obtains q i ; A in O n p time provided that A has n p points. . For further information on this or any computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at http://computer.org/publications/dlib.
